Warranty • Outdoor kitchens
 arranty for kitchen cabinets is limited for five years and
W
subject to the warranty of the company. All related products will
be given a warranty subject to the instructions of the importer.
 he company recommends a cover for the protection of the
T
kitchen and products. In any case of damage as a result of
wind, no warranty will be given for damaged products.
 nce a year, apply Silicone spray to lubricate door hinges
O
(we recommend MOTIP M107).

Installation
I n some cases, due to inconvenient access that may harm or
defect the cabinets, the use of a compatible crane will be at
the customer's expense.
I t is the customer's responsibility to ensure a straight floor,
and if necessary straight walls. "capocuoco" will not be
responsible for deviations and spacing caused by this.
Delivery times for customized items cannot be guaranteed.

 uidance on electrical/gas products at the customer's home is
G
possible for an additional fee, instruction in the showrooms of
Importers will be provided for no extra charge.
 he pictures and imagers are for illustration only and do not
T
necessarily reflect the proposed model.
This quote is valid only for up to 14 days.
 he warranty of the appliances will be according to the supplier
T
of the specific item.

 ladding and Toe Kick for ancillary / integral products
C
are customized and their design process is different from
our standard process, Therefore we can not commit to
delivery times.
I t is the customer's responsibility to ensure proper preparation
of gas, electricity and water infrastructure.
 t the end of the installation process, It is the customer's
A
responsibility to ensure the installation of gas, electricity
and water by a certified personnel.
I t is the customer's responsibility to ensure that the surface /
floor is level upon arrival for the kitchen installation.

Terms of payment
3 0% down payment, Remaining balance will be paid one week
before delivery.
 ccount details for bank transfer:
A
In honor of: capo-cuoco Ltd. (CP 515879666)
Bank - 12 | Branch - 630 | Account - 665958
I give my consent to "capocuoco" to photograph the kitchen
about a month after installation, the copyright on the photo
will belong to capocuoco.
• Customer details will remain confidential.

I n case a kitchen approved for production based on a measure
commitment and not a measurement, The customer must also
commit to leveling the floor.
I n case of ordering parts as a result of an unlevel floor
(such as: side wall, back wall, toe kick), additional payment
will be required for these parts.
Electrical and gas products will only be installed by a qualified
technician. Safe operation of gas and electrical products is the
sole responsibility of the customer, improper use may cause
damage to the body and / or property.

Terms of cancellation
 ancellation fees are according to transaction
C
cancellation regulations.
 roduction of a product that is custom-made and will be
P
specified in the order - will be paid in full even after the
cancellation of the transaction.

Costumer name.

Date.

Signature.

